When biological macromolecules are imaged in the transmission electron microscope (TEM), their inherent handedness is lost because the threedimensional (3D) structure is projected onto a twodimensional (2D) plane, and identical 2D projections can be made from either 3D enantiomer. Nevertheless, tilt experiments in the TEM can be used to determine handedness. These experiments have been performed successfully on negatively stained specimens. More recently, the method was applied to unstained, frozen-hydrated specimens imaged by means of cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-TEM) methods. Tilt experiments involve recording two micrographs of the same particles at different tilt angles, computing enantiomeric reconstructions from particle images in one micrograph, predicting orientations of corresponding particles in the second micrograph, and comparing model projections with particle images in the second micrograph. In principle, this procedure can be used to determine the handedness of any biological macromolecule imaged by cryoTEM, provided the enantiomeric reconstructions are distinguishable. 1997 
INTRODUCTION
Biological macromolecules are enantiomeric because they are made of chiral components such as amino acid residues. Images recorded in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) 3 approximate twodimensional (2D) projected views of the threedimensional (3D) objects placed in the specimen holder. The 3D structure of an object can be reconstructed from projection images by a variety of image processing techniques (e.g., Amos et al., 1982; Frank, 1996; Fuller et al., 1996; Morgan et al., 1995) . However, information which defines the absolute hand of a macromolecule is lost in a TEM image, and hence in any subsequent 3D reconstruction, because identical 2D projections can be formed from either member of an enantiomeric pair.
The absolute hand of a structure can be determined by use of a tilt experiment. The basic principles in determining handedness by this method are illustrated with models of left and right human hands (Fig. 1) . The projected image of a left hand, facing palm down and with the small finger bent toward the palm, is indistinguishable from the projected image of a right hand, facing palm up and with the small finger bent toward the palm (Fig. 1 , top and middle rows). However, when each hand is rotated 45°about a vertical axis, the projected images become distinguishable (Fig. 1 , top and bottom rows).
Tilt experiments have been used to determine the handedness of biological macromolecules imaged by TEM (e.g., Klug and Finch, 1968; Compans et al., 1972; Finch, 1972 Finch, , 1974 Linck and Amos, 1974; Nonomura and Kohama, 1974; Cheng et al., 1995; Chrétien et al., 1996; Shaw et al., 1996) . We recently determined the hand of three papillomavirus capsids by means of tilting experiments (Belnap et al., 1996) . Essential aspects of the Klug and Finch (1968) procedure were adapted for our experiments. They compared projections of computer-generated models to images of negatively stained viruses. We compared projections of 3D reconstructions to images of unstained, frozen-hydrated specimens (cryoTEM images). We used simian virus 40 (SV40), a polyomavirus whose handedness was previously established by electron microscopy (Anderer et al., 1967) and X-ray crystallography (Liddington et al., 1991) , as a control in establishing a self-consistent set of conventions in our microscope and image processing procedures.
Papillomavirus capsids are composed of 72 capsomeres arranged on an icosahedral lattice that has a triangulation number of seven (T ϭ 7) (see Belnap et al., 1996) . The T ϭ 7 lattice, a geometric construct, has defined left-handed (T ϭ 7 laevo) and righthanded (T ϭ 7 dextro) forms. The T ϭ 7 lattice hand in papillomaviruses is connected to handedness at all structural levels-from the L-amino acids that make up the polypeptide chain to the quaternary interactions that form the capsid complex (see also Milton et al., 1992) .
Handedness was a critical issue in the Belnap et al. (1996) study for two reasons. First, the lattice hand for two papillomavirus capsids was reported previously to be different Finch, 1965, 1968; Yabe et al., 1979) . Second, the proteins that comprise these capsids have strong sequence identities (Ն48%) and, when displayed with the same lattice hand, similar quaternary structures (Belnap et al., 1996) . It is widely held that protein domains adopt the same fold structure if their sequences have Ͼ30% identity (Orengo et al., 1994) . If the lattice hand difference was real, it would be a significant deviation from the observed rule. The lattice hands of all papillomaviruses examined were found to be T ϭ 7dextro (Belnap et al., 1996) , by the method outlined below.
METHOD
The general scheme for the hand determination of papillomavirus T ϭ 7 lattices is depicted in Fig. 2 . It involves recording two micrographs of the same particles at different tilt angles, computing enantiomeric reconstructions from particle images in one micrograph, predicting orientations of corresponding particles in the second micrograph, and comparing model projections with particle images in the second micrograph. A similar strategy could be employed to determine the handedness of any biological macromolecule.
Record Tilt Pair
Two micrographs of the same field of particles are recorded under identical conditions (e.g., magnification, voltage, and so forth) at approximately the same defocus level, with a consistent set of conventions (Table I) but at different tilt angles, ␤1 and ␤2. The ␤ value, which is read directly from the microscope goniometer, specifies the angle by which the specimen is rotated around the microscope tilt axis. In our study, the first image in each pair was taken with untilted samples (␤1 ϭ 0°) and the second with samples tilted by Ϫ5°(␤2 ϭ Ϫ5°) (Belnap et al., 1996) . The two views can be recorded with any choice of ␤1 and ␤2 as long as the difference in angle, ␤2 Ϫ ␤1 or ⌬␤, is large enough to provide distinguishable projection images of the object. In a 60-nm spherical object, a 5°tilt shifts surface features on opposite sides of the object by 5.2 nm. This is sufficient to produce unique views of papillomaviruses in images recorded at moderate (Յ3-5 nm) or higher resolutions.
The tilt axis of an electron microscope is fixed and coincides with the long axis of the specimen holder rod. However, because the rotational orientation of an electron image depends on excitations of the imaging electromagnetic lenses and hence varies with magnification, the direction of the tilt axis (␣) also varies and must be accurately determined for each magnification setting used on a given microscope. We define ␣ as the angle between the long axis of the micrograph and the projection of the tilt axis onto the micrograph, measured positive in a clockwise direction as shown (Fig. 2) .
We determined ␣ by first recording micrographs of a holeycarbon film with the specimen tilted Ն20°and with the center of view in focus. The tilt axis was identified as the line dividing the underfocus and overfocus regions of the image. A second method for finding ␣ involves recording a double exposure, with the specimen translated to two positions along the tilt axis. The axis is FIG. 1. Specimen tilts provide handedness information. (Top row) Surface-shaded views of computer-generated, 3D (''boneless'') models of a left hand with the palm down (left) and a right hand with the palm up (right). In each model, the small finger is bent slightly toward the palm. (Middle row) Projected images of the 3D models in the same orientation as shown in the top row. The projections are identical. Hence, enantiomers cannot be distinguished from these images alone. Projections of 3D objects, such as those recorded by transmission electron microscopy and those in the middle and bottom rows, are analogous to X-ray images of body parts. A projected intensity value is the summation of all object densities along the view direction. Consequently, the X-ray images of a human left hand, palm down, and a right hand, palm up, are similar. (Bottom row) Projected images of the 3D models (top row) after each model was tilted 45°counterclockwise about a vertical axis, as viewed from each wrist (arrows, top row). Each projection exhibits different features, so the enantiomers can be distingished. Arrows identify some significant differences.
The orientation of the hands in this example was chosen because of convenience and to make it easy for you to try with your own hands. It is important to note that any orientation of a left or right hand could have been chosen. Its projection could be copied by first inverting the 3D model ( 2 [x, y, z] ϭ 1 [Ϫx,Ϫy,Ϫz]), second rotating it 180°(in the plane of view), and third projecting it.
parallel to each line connecting any two identical points. Also, image foreshortening that occurs upon tilting from 0°to ␤ can be used to determine both ␣ and ␤. The direction of maximum foreshortening occurs perpendicular to the tilt axis and the magnitude of foreshortening is proportional to cos (␤).
Once ␣ is known the tilt axis can be drawn as a straight line across a micrograph (e.g., see Fig. 2b in Belnap et al., 1996) . There are two possible choices for ␣, differing by 180°. The sign of ⌬␤ depends on this choice. Hence, we recommend the use of control samples (e.g., SV40) for hand determination experiments. Such a standard establishes a consistent set of conventions not only for ␣ and the sign of ⌬␤ but for other important steps such as placement of the micrograph in the scanning device (Table I) . If the established protocol is followed exactly (Table I) , the control sample is no longer required for future experiments.
Determine ␤1 Orientations and Origins
We determined origins and orientations for all ␤1 particles (⌰, ⌽, ⍀, x, y) ␤1ϭ0°,iϭ1,N as described (Belnap et al., 1996) . The x, y origin of each particle identifies the center of the particle within each image. The angles ⌰, ⌽, and ⍀ describe each particle's orientation with reference to a fixed xyz coordinate frame (Fig. 3a) .
Virus particles usually lie in random orientations on the microscope grid. Each particle's orientation is specified by the spherical coordinates ⌰, ⌽, and ⍀, which are analogous to latitude, longitude, and compass bearing, respectively, used in navigation (Fig. 3a) . For example, if for the left hand in Fig. 1 (top row, left) we define the arrow as the z-axis with the x-axis towards the viewer and the y-axis directed to the right in the plane of the hand, then the left hand is viewed in the orientation (90°, 0°, 0°). If, for the right hand positioned as shown (Fig. 1 , top row, right), the x-axis remains towards the viewer but the y and z axes are rotated by 180°about x, then the orientation of the right hand is (90°, 0°, 180°).
FIG. 2.
Procedure for determining the handedness of a biological macromolecule. Our convention for viewing the micrographs was to place them with the notch in the upper righthand corner. The curved arrow labeled ␤ indicates a clockwise rotation of the specimen by ␤ degrees about the tilt axis (dashed line), as viewed from the right. The angle ␣ is the tilt axis direction. The ␤2-␤1 angle (45°) is exaggerated here relative to typical experimental conditions to emphasize foreshortening effects. We used a Ϫ5°angle in our experiments with papillomaviruses (Belnap et al., 1996) . Abbreviations: CC, correlation coefficient; l, laevo; d, dextro. Steps that must be performed in a consistent manner are identified. Data from hand determination experiments will not be reliable if these steps are not performed in a consistent fashion. In practice, most successful microscopy is a result of strict adherence to a set of consistent and well-tested procedures. In the list it is assumed that ␣ and the sign convention of ⌬␤ are known from calibration with a standard.
a As obvious as this may seem, both images in a tilt pair must be recorded before the specimen is removed from the microscope.
An enantiomeric set of orientation parameters is formed by simply adding 180°to each ⍀ ␤1 angle and leaving (⌰, ⌽, x, y) ␤1 unchanged. A 3D object, with density given by 1 (x, y, z) , is related to its enantiomer, 2 (x, y, z), by an inversion operation:
2 (x, y, z)ϭ 1 (Ϫx,Ϫy,Ϫz).
(1)
These two structures appear identical in projection when one is oriented at ⌰, ⌽, ⍀ and the other at ⌰, ⌽, ⍀ ϩ 180°, which is true for the left and right hands depicted in Fig. 1 (top and middle rows). In other words, inversion by Eq. (1) does not change the ⌰, ⌽, or ⍀ angles of the inverted object. But to create the identical projection, the inverted structure must be rotated by 180°in the plane of view and this changes the ⍀ angle by 180°.
Compute 3D Enantiomers
Two enantiomeric reconstructions are computed by separately assigning each set of orientation parameters, (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤1,i and (⌰, ⌽, ⍀ ϩ 180°) ␤1,i , to the ␤1 particle images. Alternatively, after one reconstruction is computed, its enantiomer can easily be
FIG. 3.
Prediction of (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤2 by the use of spherical trigonometry. Rotations shown by arrows are made with reference to a fixed coordinate frame and object. (a) Convention of the orientation angles ⌰, ⌽, and ⍀. Given a righthanded xyz coordinate system, any point on a sphere centered at the origin is described by the angles ⌰ and ⌽ (see also Klug and Finch, 1968) . We define a vector A that begins at the origin and passes through the point (⌰, ⌽). The vector B is the projection of A onto the xy plane and passes through the point (⌰ ϭ 90°, ⌽). ⌰ is the angle between A and the z axis and can range from 0°to 180°. ⌽ is the angle between B and the x axis, with ⌽ ϭ 0°corresponding to the ϩx axis, ⌽ ϭ 90°to the ϩy axis, and so forth. ⌽ ranges from 0 to 360°. (If ⌰ ϭ 0°or ⌰ ϭ 180°, ⌽ is set to 0°. Rotations about ⌰ ϭ 0°or 180°are described by ⍀.) ⍀ is the angle about the (⌰, ⌽) position, i.e., the rotation angle within the specimen plane. At this position we define a P-Q coordinate system with its origin tangent to the sphere at (⌰, ⌽). The ϩQ axis points in the direction of the ϩz axis and the ϩP axis is 90°clockwise from ϩQ. For ⌰ ϭ 0°or 180°, the P and Q axes are aligned with the x and y axes as follows: (1)]. Though the handedness of each enantiomer is fixed by the choice of orientation (⍀ or ⍀ ϩ 180°), it remains unknown until each reconstruction is viewed. This hand ambiguity arises because the image analysis procedures fix the hand to correlate with an arbitrarily chosen reference particle of unknown handedness [e.g., cross-commonlines method ] or with a chosen model of known handedness [e.g., polar-Fourier-transform routine ]. At this point, the correct enantiomer is still unknown, though it is known which enantiomer corresponds to ⍀ ␤1 and which corresponds to (⍀ ϩ 180°) ␤1 .
Predict Orientations of Particles Tilted to ␤2
Predicted sets of orientations for each enantiomer (␤2 view) are calculated by applying the appropriate rotational transformation (a rotation of ⌬␤ about axis direction ␣) to the (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤1,i and (⌰, ⌽, ⍀ ϩ 180°) ␤1,i orientations. We used spherical trigonometry and assumed the rotation from ␤1 to ␤2 followed the path of a great circle (Appendix, Fig. 3 ). This method is comparable to navigation where one knows the starting position (⌰, ⌽) ␤1 , initial course (⌰ ␤1 ϩ ␣ ϩ 90°), and distance to be traveled (⌬␤) but does not know the final destination (⌰, ⌽) ␤2 (e.g., Kells et al., 1942; Gellert et al., 1977) .
The direction of the ␤1-to-␤2 rotation is 180°different for (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤1 compared to (⌰, ⌽, ⍀ ϩ 180°) ␤1 (Fig. 3c) . Hence, each pair of (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤2,laevo,i and (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤2,dextro,i values represent distinct orientations. For example, if the left and right hands in Fig. 1 (top row) have the orientations (90°, 0°, 0°) and (90°, 0°, 180°), respectively, the tilt axis is coincident with the ϩz axis for the left hand and the Ϫz axis for the right hand. After rotating the hands by 45°as shown (Fig. 1, top row ) the left hand is at (90°, 45°, 0°) and the right hand at (90°, Ϫ45°, 180°). The untilted particle in Fig. 2 has (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤1 equal to (80°, Ϫ11°, 59°) which corresponds to a T ϭ 7l structure and (⌰, ⌽, ⍀ ϩ 180°) ␤1 ϭ (80°, Ϫ11°, 239°) for a T ϭ 7d structure. A 45°rotation about a tilt axis with ␣ ϭ 90°transforms these two orientations into (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤2,l ϭ (103.6°, Ϫ49.6°, 60.3°) and (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤2,d ϭ (61.2°, 32.8°, 254.4°).
In general, ⍀ ␤2,l,i and ⍀ ␤2,d,i are not related by a 180°rotation, and the two ␤2 views corresponding to each pair (computed in the next step) are not mirror images of each other (see Fig. 2 ). One exception, for example as in the previous paragraph for the left and right hands, is if a particle has a ␤1 orientation with ⌰ ϭ 90°. In this case, the resulting ⍀ ␤2,l and ⍀ ␤2,d angles are related by 180°, though the (⌰, ⌽) ␤2 positions differ. (If the object has icosahedral symmetry, the resulting projections are also related by a 180°rotation.)
Project 3D Enantiomers along ␤2 Orientations
The two orientations just calculated for each particle specify how each enantiomer is to be rotated into the appropriate view direction. Once rotated to the predicted ␤2 orientation, each 3D model is projected and, in the next step, compared to the experimental (␤2) image. The two projections are different because they arise from enantiomers at distinct orientations. Only one of the two will match the ␤2 image.
Cross-Correlate Projections of Enantiomeric Models with ␤2 Images
Projections of the two enantiomers are cross-correlated (Dryden et al., 1993) with the corresponding images of the particles at tilt angle ␤2. The set of projections which best matches the images of particles at tilt angle ␤2 identifies the correct enantiomer. Such quantitative analysis of noisy cryoTEM data is more reliable than simple visual comparisons (see Belnap et al., 1996) .
The reliability of the cross-correlation analysis can be improved by means of real-space and reciprocal-space (resolution) filtering operations. For SV40 and the three papillomaviruses, we used all intensities within each particle, and we filtered data to include spatial frequencies between approximately 1 16 and 1 3.7 nm Ϫ1 . All projections of the T ϭ 7d enantiomer correlated much better with the ␤2 images than did projections of the T ϭ 7l enantiomer (Belnap et al., 1996) .
DISCUSSION
For TEM imaging at 2 to 3 nm resolution, the depth of field (Ͼ200 nm) far exceeds the dimensions of most biological specimens. Hence, micrographs are regarded as 2D projections of the 3D specimens.
Regardless of an object's orientation, it is impossible to determine its absolute hand from a single projection image (Fig. 1, middle row) . Any set of particle images will yield enantiomeric reconstructions if both sets of orientation and origin parameters, (⌰, ⌽, ⍀, x, y) and (⌰, ⌽, ⍀ ϩ 180°, x, y), are assigned to the image data. A second view is required in which the specimen is tilted by a specified angle about a defined axis. The second view will be consistent with only one enantiomer in both appearance (Fig. 1, bottom row) and ⌰, ⌽, ⍀ orientation.
Three-dimensional models or reconstructions provide sufficient information to determine the handedness of a structure by means of tilting experiments (see also Klug and Finch, 1968; Finch, 1972) . It is not necessary to initially know the correct hand because the 3D model can be inverted Eq. (1) and then projected to simulate the second view.
Viewing the 3D structure is advantageous in defining the correct enantiomer and essential in properly interpreting the structure. But, in theory, it is not necessary to compute 3D reconstructions and 2D projections to determine which set of orientations, (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤1 or (⌰, ⌽, ⍀ ϩ 180°) ␤1 , represents the correct hand. Orientations for both sets of particle images could be found by common lines methods . Predicted orientations could be computed from (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤1 and (⌰, ⌽, ⍀ ϩ 180°) ␤1 and compared to the measured orientations of the ␤2 particles. Indeed, we successfully applied this approach to our SV40 image data and found that the predicted T ϭ 7d orientations compared much better to the measured orientations of ␤2 particles than did the predicted T ϭ 7l orientations. In practice, however, 3D reconstructions and 2D projections are relatively easy to compute once a set of orientations is available and usually are computed as part of a refinement process. In addition, the 3D and 2D data are powerful tools with which to judge the reliability of the measured orientations. Therefore, this alternative method merely supplements the described procedure (Fig. 2) .
Practical Applications
In principle, the method we describe (Fig. 2) can be used with any biological macromolecule imaged by cryoTEM. A skewed lattice like the papillomavirus T ϭ 7 lattice and prominent features like the papillomavirus capsomeres together provide strong, lowresolution features which make it relatively easy to distinguish handedness by this technique. A similar procedure was used to demonstrate that the skewed lattice of aquareovirus (T ϭ 13) was laevo (Shaw et al., 1996) .
The strong, low-resolution features of papillomaviruses also made it possible to determine the lattice hand of the T ϭ 7 capsid by use of a metal-shadowing technique (Belnap et al., 1996) and by use of tilt experiments with negatively stained specimens (Klug and Finch, 1968) . However, the handedness of most biological macromolecules is a more subtle feature that is obscurred by metal shadowing or negative staining procedures.
CryoTEM has important advantages over other conventional EM methods (see, for example, Adrian et al., 1984, and Vigers, 1986 , for reviews). Staining or shadowing techniques dehydrate the sample and embed it in metal. Both of these effects may alter the specimen's appearance and size (e.g., Earnshaw et al., 1978) . CryoTEM provides a way to preserve the native, or nearnative, hydrated state under high vacuum. Some highly ordered, crystalline specimens have been preserved to atomic resolution by cryoTEM (e.g., Taylor and Glaeser, 1974; Kü hlbrandt et al., 1994) . In addition, it is mainly low-resolution, surface features that are observed with techniques such as negative staining and metal shadowing. CryoTEM and 3D image reconstruction allow both external and internal features to be seen at higher resolution. Our experiments with papillomaviruses and SV40 (Belnap et al., 1996) and experiments by others (Prasad et al., 1992; Cheng et al., 1995; Chrétien et al., 1996; Shaw et al., 1996) show that the tilting experiment first outlined by Klug and Finch (1968) with negatively stained samples also is effective with images recorded by cryoTEM techniques.
The subtle handedness of features in other macromolecules, including icosahedral viruses with nonskewed lattices (e.g., T ϭ 4 and T ϭ 16), could be determined from cryoTEM images by the method reported here. For example, the correct hand of the T ϭ 4 Ross River virus was readily determined because the flower-like, trimeric, glycoprotein spikes on the viral surface are strong, chiral features (Cheng et al., 1995) . For features with even more subtle chirality, such as the capsomeres of T ϭ 16 herpes simplex virus (Booy et al., 1991) or of the T ϭ 25 adenovirus (Stewart et al., 1991) , hand determination is more difficult and requires analysis at a resolution high enough to detect chirality. Note that it is only necessary to detect chiral features in reconstructions computed from the first image set, provided ⌬␤ is large enough to produce distinct views of particles in both micrographs. The same resolution in the second image set, which in practice is difficult to achieve owing to irradiation effects, is unnecessary because changes in orientation usually can be detected at resolutions much lower than those required to reveal chiral structural features. Indeed, differences in the ␤1 and ␤2 views of a particle often are detectable by eye (see Figs. 2 and 4 in Belnap et al., 1996) .
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Define an Oblique Spherical Triangle
To solve for (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤2 we first define an oblique spherical triangle (Fig. 3b ). An oblique spherical triangle has three vertices, sides, and angles. All are described by angular measurements.
The three vertices are at ⌰ ϭ 0°, (⌰, ⌽) ␤1 , and (⌰, ⌽) ␤2 .
The three sides are ⌰ ␤1 , ⌰ ␤2 , and ⌬␤. Each is an arc on a great circle. A great circle is the intersection of a sphere with a plane that passes through the center of the sphere. The equator and meridians are examples of great circles on the earth. The shortest distance between any two points on a sphere is the path of a great circle. The tilt axis is perpendicular to the great circle that ⌬␤ follows. With the tilt axis pointing at the viewer, ⌬␤ is positive when the rotation of the object is clockwise. (⌬␤ is positive in Figs. 1, 2 , and 3b.)
The three angles are angles between the great circles that intersect at the vertices. One is ⌬⌽ and equals ⌽ ␤2 Ϫ ⌽ ␤1 . The other two angles are F ␤1 , the forward course at ␤1, and R ␤2 , the reverse course at ␤2. They are termed ''courses'' because, as in navigation, they point in the direction of travel, forward (F ), or opposite the direction of travel, reverse (R ). F and R are measured from the ϩQ axis. They are 180°d ifferent from each other, but the conventions are opposite. With reference to the viewer, positive values are measured clockwise for F and counterclockwise for R. The relationship between F and R is
F is given by
By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and reducing to lowest terms
F and R are angles with respect to the PQ axes (Figs.  3a and 3c) . Hence, in general, values of F and R change with movement along a great circle. By analogy to navigation, the only exceptions are for east or west travel along the equator (i.e., ⌰ is always 90°) or north or south travel along a meridian (i.e., toward ϩz or Ϫz). Barring these exceptions, the change in F and R during tilting means a change in ⍀ since ␣ is always perpendicular to the direction of rotation. Consequently,
⍀ ␤2 ϭ 90°Ϫ R ␤2 Ϫ ␣.
(⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤2 can now be solved from ⌰ ␤1 , ⌬␤, and F ␤1 .
Calculate ␤2 Orientation
The following method, which works irrespective of symmetry considerations, can be used to compute (⌰, ⌽, ⍀) ␤2 over all ⌰, ⌽, and ⍀ for 0°Ͻ 0 ⌬␤ 0 Յ 90°. I have written a computer program that performs these calculations. It is available free upon request.
If F ␤1 0°or 180°, the ␤2 angles can be solved by spherical trigonometry (Selby, 1967) . First, find ⌰ ␤2 by the haversine formula There are two exceptions to the use of eqs. (9) and (10) The use of Eqs. (11) and (12) instead of (9) and (10) is the only difference in the calculations for these two exceptions.
If F ␤1 equals 0°or 180°, the ␤2 angles are not solved by . Instead, a beginning value of ⌰ ␤2 is given by ⌰ ␤2,beginning ϭ ⌰ ␤1 Ϫ ⌬␤ cos F ␤1 .
The value of ⌰ ␤2,beginning determines how ⌰ ␤2 , ⌽ ␤2 , and ⍀ ␤2 are calculated. There are five possible cases:
(1) If 0°Ͻ ⌰ ␤2,beginning Ͻ 180°, then ⌰ ␤2 ϭ ⌰ ␤2,beginning , ⌽ ␤2 ϭ ⌽ ␤1 , and ⍀ ␤2 ϭ ⍀ ␤1 .
(2) If ⌰ ␤2,beginning ϭ 0°, then ⌰ ␤2 ϭ 0°, ⌽ ␤2 ϭ 0°, and ⍀ ␤2 ϭ ⍀ ␤1 Ϫ ⌽ ␤1 .
(3) If ⌰ ␤2,beginning ϭ 180°, then ⌰ ␤2 ϭ 180°, ⌽ ␤2 ϭ 0°, and ⍀ ␤2 ϭ ⍀ ␤1 ϩ ⌽ ␤1 .
(4) If ⌰ ␤2,beginning Ͻ 0°, then ⌰ ␤2 ϭ 0⌰ ␤2,beginning 0, ⌽ ␤2 ϭ ⌽ ␤1 ϩ 180°and ⍀ ␤2 ϭ ⍀ ␤1 ϩ 180°.
(5) If ⌰ ␤2,beginning Ͼ 180°, then ⌰ ␤2 ϭ 360°Ϫ ⌰ ␤2,beginning , ⌽ ␤2 ϭ ⌽ ␤1 ϩ 180°, and ⍀ ␤2 ϭ ⍀ ␤1 ϩ 180°. Formulas for ⌰ ␤2 , in cases 4 and 5, restrict ⌰ ␤2 to the range 0-180°.
